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Speaker for lighting tracks CONO canto WiFi

The CONO canto WiFi is a wireless loudspeaker with integrated digital amplifier and a
special connection for use in all commercially available 3-phase lighting tracks. The
music is transmitted at a range of up to 70 meters from the NewTec WiFi Transmitter.
No drilling, no speaker cable, no manual effort are needed. The assembly can be
carried out in the opening hours of your shop and does not require any audio or
computer knowledge. The special powder coating of the loudspeaker provides a noble
and scratch-resistant surface structure.

 
 

199531 NewTec CONO canto WiFi - SILVER pc.        495  €
Wireless speaker 25 Watt with integrated amplifer  

 
 

199532 NewTec CONO canto WiFi - WHITE pc.        495  €
Wireless speaker 25 Watt with integrated amplifer  

 
 

199536 NewTec CONO canto WiFi - BLACK pc.        495  €
Wireless speaker 25 Watt with integrated amplifer  

 
 

Ceiling hanging speaker CONO pendo WiFi

The CONO pendo WiFi is a loudspeaker with integrated digital amplifier and flexible
length adjustment for suspended ceiling montage. The music will be transmitted
wirelessly at a range of up to 70 meters from the NewTec WiFi Transmitter. The
loudspeaker housing, as for the CONO pendo WiFi, is made of recyclable
high-performance plastic and can also be used next to heat-generating lighting
systems. In the standard version, the cable length is 1.5 meters. By request larger
lengths can also be supplied (see price list: custom-made products).

 
 

199541 NewTec CONO pendo WiFi 1.5m - SILVER pc.        555  €
Wireless speaker 25 Watt with integrated amplifer  
1.5 meters adjustable steel cable  

 
 

199542 NewTec CONO pendo WiFi 1.5m - WHITE pc.        555  €
Wireless speaker 25 Watt with integrated amplifer  
1.5 meters adjustable steel cable  

 
 

199543 NewTec CONO pendo WiFi 1.5m - BLACK pc.        555  €
Wireless speaker 25 Watt with integrated amplifer  
1.5 meters adjustable steel cable  
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Subwoofer for suspended or floor installation SUB quadro WiFi

The active SUB quadro WiFi gives all music sources a solid bass foundation and is
therefore the perfect complement to the CONO WiFi wireless speakers. This model is
a downfire subwoofer which distributes the sound towards the floor or the wall in order
to achieve the highest possible sound pressure on the space structure. The subwoofer
is designed for wall mounting, but can also be placed on the floor under a piece of
furniture.

 
199602 NewTec SUB quadro WiFi - WHITE pc.        495  €

WiFi Subwoofer for connection to NewTec transmitter  
powered by Canton ASF-75SC - 60/120 W  
Frequency range 23...200 Hz  
Dimensions (WxHxD) 43 x 15,5 x 41 cm  

 
 

199605 NewTec SUB quadro WiFi - BLACK pc.        495  €
WiFi Subwoofer for connection to NewTec transmitter  
powered by Canton ASF-75SC - 60/120 W  
Frequency range 23...200 Hz  
Dimensions (WxHxD) 43 x 15,5 x 41 cm  

 

Subwoofer for 3-phase lighting tracks SUB canto WiFi

EXCLUSIVE! The best bass sound in busbars! The SUB canto WiFi is a brand new
and unique product aiming at an optimal integration into 3 phase tracks. With a simple
and straightforward design, colour-matched to the busbars and at a height of only 15
cm, it can be easily integrated into the optics of the light structure due to its small size.
His extreme efficiency ensures that large areas are supplied with pleasant low
frequencies. With WiFi technology no wiring is necessary and the installation takes no
time… even during the opening hours of your shop!

 
 

199612 NewTec SUB canto WiFi - WHITE pc.        565  €
Subwoofer for 3-phase lighting tracks for NewTec WiFi System  
Frequency range 40...185 Hz, 25/50 Watt  
Dimensions (WxHxD) 15 x 15 x 47,5 cm  

 
 

199615 NewTec SUB canto WiFi - BLACK pc.        565  €
Subwoofer for 3-phase lighting tracks for NewTec WiFi System  
Frequency range 40...185 Hz, 25/50 Watt  
Dimensions (WxHxD) 15 x 15 x 47,5 cm  
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WiFi transmitter for NewTec WiFi Products

The sound is transferred from the transmitter to the receiver of the loudspeaker with 48
kHz and 16 Bit in absolute HiFi quality. The direct transmission without buffering
ensures a delay-free music playback. Its robust digital transmission (2.4 GHz ISM
band) reaches an optimal range of about 70 m in the same room.  It can be connected
simultaneously to as many running loudspeakers as needed. For this WiFi audio
solution no IT knowledge is required.

 
199705 NewTec WiFi Transmitter Bundle incl. IR remote control pc.

Transmitter to use with NewTec Wifi speakers
including Power supply and audio cable

199700 NewTec WiFi Transmitter incl. power supply and audiocable pc.
Transmitter to use with NewTec Wifi speakers

199701 NewTec WiFi Transmitter incl. power supply and audiocable pc.

       295  €

       255  €

       255  €
Transmitter to use with NewTec Wifi speakers  
When using 2 transmitters (separate frequency)  

 
 
 

Accessories for WiFi products

In the following list you will find various accessories which, depending on the project
situation, can be needed. When an emergency evacuation system message (Mute
circuits) should interrupt the music transmission, the audio source does not provide
any volume control offer (master volume control). This audio message is only given in
the form of a 100 Volt signal (signal converter). Moreover, only one Infrared remote
control needs to be adjusted to adjust the volume of each individual speaker in relation
to others.

 
199910 NewTec remote control for WiFi speakers pc.

incl. two batteries for fine adjustment of volume  
of individual speaker during opening hours of shop  

 
199902 MUTE switch for NewTec WiFi system pc.

system for signal interruption by evacuation systems  
 

199903 MUTE switch for NewTec WiFi system pc.
for signal interruption by evacuation systems  
and to enter evacuation systems messages  

 
199901 Audio converter from 100 Volt to RCA pc.

Cinch- und XLR-Output, unbalanced  
 

199905 Premium Master Volume switch - CHERRY pc.
incl. Jack cable 3.5 mm // IN Mini Jack/TRS - OUT  
Volume control withMONO and MUTE switch  

 
199906 Premium Master Volume switch - WHITE pc.

        45  €

        89  €

     119   €

        95  €

        95  €

        95  €
incl. Jack cable 3.5 mm // IN Mini Jack/TRS - OUT  
Volume control with MONO and MUTE switch  
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Lighting Track replacement: point outlet (Monopoint)

Point outlet or monopoints (bus bars replacements) are used to generate a current
source in the form of a build-up or flush-mounted socket. The connection, integrated in
the monopoint is equivalent to a standard 3-phase current rail. This way, the power rail
model CONO canto WiFi can be also used as ceiling speaker. According to need, this
can be used as a surface plaster, for example in the case of low concrete ceilings, or
flush-mounted in the case of rigging ceilings.

 
199800 Monopoint for NewTec CONO canto BLACK pc.

for the CONO canto WiFi in order to use the power rail  
model as a surface plaster model for ceiling installation  

 
199801 Monopoint for NewTec CONO canto WHITE pc.

for the CONO canto WiFi in order to use the power rail  
model as a surface plaster model for ceiling installation  

 
199802 Mounting frame for Monopoint WHITE pc.

for the use of the power rail model "CONO canto  
WiFi" as a flush-mounting model  

 
199803 Mounting frame for Monopoint - BLACK pc.

        42  €

        42  €

        42  €

        28  €
for the use of the power rail model "CONO canto  
WiFi" as a flush-mounting model  

 

Special colours - custom-made requirements

In some cases, to obtain a perfect integration into the existing architecture, you may
need a particular colour. For this reason we give you the possibility to receive all our
products of the CONO Line in all RAL colours. Besides, in the case of the hanging
speakers CONO pendo, the standard length of the suspension may not be sufficient
due to very high and open ceilings. Here again, loudspeakers with the desired length
can be provided. The delivery times in these cases, as a rule, are between 2-3 weeks.
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